**5 Shot In Houston Store**

Houston police searched high and low for Frankburt cooker, 30, wanted in the state for the murder of a police officer. The suspect was later found dead in his home with two police officers. The investigation is ongoing.

**Cancer Link Cited**

A new study has found a link between cancer and the use of DDT. The study, which was conducted on a large group of people, showed that those who were exposed to DDT had a higher risk of developing cancer.

**FINCH OK'S BAN ON USE OF DDT**

The state's premier has signed a bill banning the use of DDT. The ban was prompted by concerns about the environmental impact of the chemical.

**March**

**Route Settled**

A new route has been settled for the March parade. The parade will now take place on Main Street, avoiding the congested areas.
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Retired Officer Dies After Fall

Trade Falters In Lebanon
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Petition Asks Halt To Smoke

Anthony Chain Plans Growth
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The Courtship of Eddie's Father

Room 222
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Love With The Proper Stranger

Peoples Outfitting Company
420 S.W. 25th—OKLAHOMA CITY
FEATURING NAME BRANDS FURNITURE, APPLIANCES, CARPET
FREE PARKING—CONVENIENT TERMS

Call 631-3301 for Free Carpet Estimate

We Don't Want To Carpet the State—Just Your Home...

CALL 631-3301 FOR FREE HOME ESTIMATE AT NO OBLIGATION

Call 631-3301 for FREE Home Estimate

Here are just a few of the money-saving values you'll find when you buy your carpet the Peoples Way!!

CALL 631-3301 for FREE home evaluation. It's a small investment for you to make a major savings on carpet of your choice in your home with our scientifically designed carpet. Let us help you select the carpet and give you exact yardage for yourbuie.
Clubs Plan Gatherings

Midas America

Music Can Help Ease Work

Couples Announce Engagements Here

Names Picked For Children Of 2 Couples

Helen Help Us! Wife Confused Into Adultery

Midnight Earl Humperdincks Suing Singer

St. Gregory's Hosts 'Lear'
Radio Sets Broadcast Of Classic
Jewelbox Sets 'Odd Couple'

Play Opens Thursday

John J. Hanney is one of the stars of the new Broadway production of 'The Odd Couple,' which is being presented at the Jewelbox Theatre in Oklahoma City this week. Hanney, a veteran of many Broadway productions, is playing the role of Oscar Madison in the play, which is a contemporary version of the classic comedy by Neil Simon.

Truckers Open City Convention

The annual convention of the Oklahoma Truckers Association was held this week in downtown Oklahoma City. The convention included a variety of workshops and seminars on topics such as safety, fuel efficiency, and the latest in trucking technology.

Taylor Troupe Here
Dancers Daze Local Youths

The Taylor Troupe, a local dance troupe, performed at the annual Oklahoma City Dance Festival this week. The festival featured performances by dancers of all ages and skill levels, including members of the Taylor Troupe.

Boo, Inflation Curbs Forecast

Economists are predicting that inflation will remain a major concern for the economy in the coming months. The increase in prices for goods and services is expected to continue, putting a strain on consumers' wallets and the overall economy.

Academy Closed May 17

The Oklahoma City Public Schools have announced that Academy High School will be closed May 17. The closure is due to low enrollment and budget cuts.
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Taking Pay Out Of Crime

In the wake of the nationwide uproar over the Nixon administration's handling of the Watergate scandal, a new study by the Federal Bureau of Investigation has found that the nation's entire criminal justice system is riddled with corruption.

State Editors Say

The PEOPLE'S Voice

The Oklahoma Journal

Woman Hurt In Finance Firm Heist

William F. Buckley

Confusion In New York

Virginia Payette

Agnew's New Role

It couldn’t happen to a nicer guy!

Formfit-Rogers®

Stocking Girdle

all for just $3.00

Dillard's

SHEPHERD MALL... N.W. 1330 & Villa
SHOP DAILY 10 Am. - 9 P.M.
Forgotten Hero Marches Once More

Here’s A Heisman Vote For Phipps

‘Orange Crush’ Eyes Colorado

Phipps Hits Top Spot In Offense

Medrano Gets nod Over Young

OSU Left Vince Sick

Lew, Bucks Dump Celts

Hill Kieded About Yale
Advisors Promoting Namath As Sex Symbol

Elsie Kaine

"Oh, you're bad, you're bad," says Elsie Kaine, 21, of West Long Branch, N.J. "You've been acting like the cutest mop of the New York Jets and the cute way you express yourself on TV...I want to see him dance..."

"It's not true!" says Mike Hanford, the Jets' publicist. "Elsie is just a friend."

Big Eight Games May Drop Hockey

Big Eight coaches are meeting in Denver today to vote on the fate of the hockey tournament. If the conference decides to scrap the event it will be the first time the Big Eight has dropped hockey in 25 years. Coach Hal Ray, former University of Denver hockey coach, is scheduled to meet with the coaches this week to discuss the possibility of the hockey tournament continuing.

Blazers Eye Revenge At Omaha

Detroit coach Al Aron, a former assistant to Bob Knight at Indiana, has taken the concept of the "Battle of the Plains" to a new level this season. Aron has given the team a more aggressive attitude for the game against Nebraska at Omaha, and the results have been noticeable. Detroit won by a score of 55-52.

Basketball Tournament Changes

The Southwest Conference has made some changes in the tournament format. The University of Texas will host the tournament in Dallas, and the winner will be decided by the best of three games. However, the tournament will still be held in Dallas.

18 Cityans Ulcer Forced Sid Gillman Set For Elk Hunts

Sid Gillman, a former University of Texas coach, has been forced to quit his job as coach of the Denver Broncos because of a stomach ulcer. Girman was named the coach of the Denver Broncos in 1978, but he has missed several games this season due to his ulcer.

Two Sooner Doubtful; Bell Returns

JIM MURRAY

Two players for the University of Oklahoma are questionable for the game against Missouri. The players are Larry Wall, a guard, and Richard Smith, a forward. If they are unable to play, it will be a big blow for the Sooners. However, coach Pepper Rodgers has announced that Steve Bell, who missed the last two games due to a knee injury, will return to the team.

Spending inflates inflation.

When prices go up, people tend to buy less. When people buy less, prices go up. And so on. This is a vicious cycle. To break it, we need to control the supply of money. This can be done by placing a ceiling on interest rates, which will reduce the amount of money people can lent and saved.